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Abstract
The abundance of computing technologies and devices imply that we will live in a data-driven society in the next years. But this
data-driven society requires radically new technologies in the data center to deal with data manipulation, transformation, access
control, sharing and placement, among others.
We advocate in this paper for a new generation of Software Deﬁned Data Management Infrastructures covering the entire life-
cycle of data. On the one hand, this will require new extensible programming abstractions and services for data-management in
the data center. On the other hand, this also implies opening up the control plane to data owners outside the data center to manage
the data life cycle. We present in this article the open challenges existing in data-driven software deﬁned infrastructures and a use
case based on Software Deﬁned Protection of data.
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1. Motivation
The data revolution will generate profound changes in our digital societies in the next years. The convergence of
technologies like cloud computing, data-driven science and the Internet of Things will boost the creation of a data-
driven economy. In this line the European Commission has deﬁned ﬁve priority areas to boost digital innovation: 5G,
cloud computing, internet of things, data technologies and cybersecurity.
In cloud computing settings, software-deﬁned technologies have attracted a lot of attention in the last years because
they oﬀer increased ﬂexibility, programmability and simpliﬁed provisioning of virtualized resources.
We advocate for a new generation of Software Deﬁned Data-driven Infrastructures covering the entire life-cycle of
data. Examples of data-driven services we are targeting in this proposal are the following:
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• Data protection: access control, data sharing, content-based ﬁlters, encryption and privacy enhancing technolo-
gies.
• Data management: data reduction techniques like compression, deduplication or caching, redundancy mecha-
nisms like coding or replication.
• Data manipulation: data analytics, event streaming, complex event processing, data warehouse and business
intelligence, data workﬂows.
• Data transformation and data layers: code to manage and convert data to diﬀerent formats, visualization tech-
nologies, layers on top of data like annotation, comments, location, or versions.
• Data placement: control where data is located, federated repositories, distributed stores, distributed replication
and synchronization.
The importance of the software-deﬁned approach is that the aforementioned services can be provided in a transparent
way using control plane (micro-controllers, data policies) and data plane abstractions (active data). Inspired by Aspect
Oriented Programming 1, we propose that all the aforementioned cross-cutting concerns to data must be provided in
an orthogonal way by extensible services in the control plane.
Unfortunately, Software Deﬁned Platforms are still in their infancy and do not provide higher level data manage-
ment mechanisms. Software Deﬁned Networking is the most advanced setting, but it is mainly focused on information
ﬂows and routing. SDN has also inspired Software Deﬁned Storage architectures like IOFLow2 and sRoute3, which
are focused on intercepting storage ﬂows in distributed ﬁle systems like Samba. IOFLow’s major services to the date
are bandwidth diﬀerentiation and data caching. The ﬂow-centric design of IOFlow and its stateless approach prevents
the system to leverage the semantic view of ﬁles and folders, which is capital for enabling advanced data centric
mechanisms.
A more data-centric approach is the previous works on Active Storage. The early concept of active disk 4 —i.e.,
hard drives with computational capacity— has been borrowed by distributed ﬁle system designers in HPC environ-
ments (i.e., active storage) for reducing the amount of data movement between storage and compute nodes. Con-
cretely, Piernas et al. 5 presented an active storage implementation integrated in the Lustre ﬁle system that provides
ﬂexible execution of code near to data in the user space.
In this line, IOStack6 leverages Active Storage technologies to intercept and modify object storage requests.
IOStack’s control plane is extensible at the data plane (object ﬁlters) and at the control plane (policies). IOStack
architecture follows a more data-centric model (object-centric) than IOFlow, but it is still providing low level pro-
gramming abstractions (object-level) and it is mainly targeting Cloud storage administrators.
Another recent work 7 presents Active Data as a new programming model allowing users to react to data life cycle
progression. They present a formal model and diﬀerent examples like a storage cache to Amazon-S3 or a cooperative
sensor network. Finally, we want to outline a recent approach called Vertigo8 advocating for ﬂexible, user-centric and
programmable micro-controllers for object storage. This approach presents an architecture in which the control logic
of policies is directly embedded into data objects. This enables eﬃcient execution of data-centric policies allowing
for ﬂexible manipulation of the data life cycle.
As stated before, we advocate for a next generation of cloud technologies covering the entire data life-cycle.
This requires novel programming abstractions and services that boost the programmability and ﬂexibility of cloud
data infrastructures. IOSTACK 6 and Vertigo8 are steps in the right direction because they provide transparent and
extensible programming abstractions in the control plane that can be the seed for more advanced data abstractions.
But let us now outline the major challenges for the next generation of data-driven software-deﬁned infrastructures.
• Data centric approach: The ﬁrst requirement is to raise the level of abstraction: instead of manipulating
blocks, objects or even ﬁles, the platforms should manipulate self-contained data entities. Such data-entities
may be accessed by diﬀerent protocols, and include meta-information and even code fragments enabling the
annotation and layering of data services.
• User centric approach: Another important requirement is that data owners should retake control of their
information in heterogeneous and distributed Cloud infrastructures. This means that owners should be able to
manage their own control planes enabling the remote manipulation of data planes located in diﬀerent providers.
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• Programmability and extensibility: An important challenge is to simplify data management with novel pro-
gramming abstractions. Examples like Amazon Lambda functions or Vertigo micro-controllers can inspire new
data programming models because of their ﬂexibility to intercept and react to data ﬂows. Extensibility also
implies that platforms must oﬀer plugin-like models that can be extended by third parties very easily.
• Interoperability: Finally, it is important to construct on top of open data standards that ease the connection
of disparate cloud providers. A good analogy is to achieve IFTTT (If This Then That) like mechanisms for
cloud data infrastructures. The popular IFTTT service can now connect disparate Web services in a very simple
and extensible way. Simple and extensible protocols could simplify data management across heterogeneous
providers.
2. Use case: Software-Deﬁned Protection of Data Repositories
Data protection is a priority for the European Union and it is deﬁned as a fundamental right deﬁned in Article 8 of
the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. Historically, the EU has played a crucial role in driving the development of
national data protection laws in the member states.
The adoption of new data protection technologies can be however complex due to the heterogeneity of data infras-
tructures in the diﬀerent service providers, companies and public administrations. To cope with this problem, several
security projects aimed to provide diﬀerent degrees of transparency using proxy architectures that intercept the ﬂows
to the data stores. But ad-hoc proxy-like interception involves non-standard layers that many providers are reluctant
to deploy in their data infrastructures.
Software-deﬁned protection is particularly needed: very often, software-deﬁned architectures are overlooking how
security services are provisioned and managed, leading to a scenario in which the datacenter infrastructure is ﬂexible
and virtualized, but the security infrastructure is hard-wired.
From a security and trust viewpoint, this separation from the physical layer could translate into a series of ben-
eﬁts to customers. First, “virtualizing” data protection eliminates the dependence on hardware that is expensive to
maintain and manage. Because this is software-only, data protection is elastic, which means that data protection can
be consumed (and payed for) in as “as you go” model. Second, programmatic management facilitates the automatic
protection of data without the intervention of security administrators. Once policies are put in place, new content is
automatically covered and controlled under the speciﬁed policies. Last but not least, the most important beneﬁt: the
possibility for customers to retain control over their data through programming abstractions and APIs which permit,
among other things, to bring up, shut down and monitor data protection appliances on demand.
Currently, the “software-deﬁned” paradigm falls short to fulﬁll the above desiderata. For this reason, we propose to
extend this paradigm to the domain of data protection, by providing a collection of abstractions to empower customers
with programmatic control over data, providing eﬀective security, privacy, and trust management.
Let us show how we can fulﬁll the four requirements established in the previous section:
The ﬁrst requirement (data-centric approach) is to raise the level of abstraction to self-contained data entities. In
this line, we propose a novel programming abstraction for data manipulation: the datalet. A “datalet” is a program-
ming abstraction that enables customers to control the entire life cycle of their data. A datalet collects together the
computation, the communication protocol and the necessary security algorithms to enforce data protection. And very
importantly, it acts as the “hook” to integrate data protection mechanisms into cloud computing environments in a
seamless manner.
By leveraging existing knowledge and emerging solutions on cloud security, providing support for self-enforcing
security solutions, datalets will contribute to the creation of novel data protection services for companies and public
institutions.
The second requirement (user-centric approach) is that data owners retake control of information. A key feature
of datalets is that their control plane may be managed remotely by the data owner. This property will enable the
customers to take an active role on their data in the cloud, empowering them with full control and ensuring that they
have the ﬁnal word on all the decisions to be taken on their data. By moving not only the computation, but also the
communication towards the data, datalets will need to be able to coordinate themselves across multiple protection
domains (hybrid clouds) and across multiple datacenters (federated clouds).
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The third requirement (programmability and extensibility) is also ensured by datalets. Third parties will be able
to create new datalets oﬀering data protection, sharing, transformation or even intelligent distributed placement. In
distributed, multi-tenant systems this will also enable the sharing of information among tenants, regulated by service-
level agreements quantifying not only the quality of service, but also the type and amount of information that could
be potentially shared and collected.
The ﬁnal requirement is interoperability. Datalets should also be integrated into existing data-intensive frameworks,
enabling multiple tenants and multiple (public or private) cloud providers to share data and resources in a controlled,
eﬃcient and secure way. Multiple datalets distributed among diﬀerent service providers may spark distributed compu-
tations querying the whole collection of data while ensuring proper protection of the individual datasets as demanded
by their owners. These mechanisms can protect data against unwanted queries and also enforce controlled sharing of
data entities to data-intensive frameworks.
3. Conclusions
We are living a data revolution that will require a new generation of data-driven cloud technologies. Existing
Software-Deﬁned Architectures are still in their infancy, providing low level programming abstractions and a focus
on system automation. In this position paper, we expose four open challenges for data-driven software-deﬁned infras-
tructures: data-centric approach, user-centric approach, programmability and extensibility, and interoperability. We
also present a sample use case on Software-Deﬁned Protection of Data Repositories that targets the aforementioned
challenges. We believe that the convergence of Cloud technologies, data-driven science, and the Internet of Things
requires novel data-driven software-deﬁned models like the proposed in this position paper.
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